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ABSTRACT

Object: To investigate the curative effect of cryoablation combining with endostar applied locally for advanced non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC). Method: This study was conducted from July 2007 to November 2008. One hundred and ninety-two patients with
NSCLC were divided into two groups. In group 1, one hundred and two patients were treated continuously with cryocare system
combining with endostar. Fifteen mg of endostar were injected into tumors before the cryoablation. In group 2, ninety patients were
treated with cryocare system only. Two weeks after cryoablation, bronchial artery infusion chemotherapy was performed. Tumor size
and hemoperfusion situation were evaluated within the next two months. Results: Patients’ general condition( spirit condition, physical
ability, body weight), appetite, chest distress, cough improved obviously in the above two groups. The tumors shrank by (35±15)%
in group 1 and (25±12)% in group 2. The density of contrast-enhanced computer tomography (CT) in tumor area in the two groups
was: 29±20HU before enhanced-CT scan and 31±14HU after enhanced-CT scan in group 1; 33±22HU before enhanced-CT scan and
38±16HU after enhanced-CT scan in group 2. There was significant difference between these two groups after enhanced-CT scan（P
＜0.05）.
Conclusion: The cryoablation combining with endostar applied locally for advanced NSCLC might reinforce curative effects.
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The targeted cryoablation therapy for advanced NSCLC has

compared to the therapy of cryoablation only. Our results are as

demonstrated good effects; however the therapy hardly cover

follows:Cryoablation combining Endostar for the target treatment

the tumor in the case that the tumor is big, which may affect

of advanced NSCLC may raise a curative effect . The target area

the range and speed of tumor shrinking. To improve the effect,

CT value changes of prior- and post-enhanced CT is an objective

we treated the advanced NSCLC by cryoablation combining

and useful index for definite effect.

with endostar applied locally in the last two years, which is

CLINICAL DATA AND METHOD
One hundred and ninety-two patients with NSCLC, mostly
accompanied with malignant pleural effusion, N3 lymph nodes
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and distant organs metastasis which are mainly in brain, bone,
liver and adrenal gland, were diagnosed as clinical pathological
stage IIIb and IV. The primary focuses in lung were treated with
cryoablation. According to the size of the tumor, 1～4 cryo-hit in
the tumor were given.
The detailed processes are in the following.Firstly, the
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temperature in the target region dropped rapidly to minus
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136～145℃, lasting for 15～20 min, and then increased rapidly
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to 25～33℃,lasting for 5 min. This is a cycle. Every focus

score ranged from 40 to 90, averaging 60±15. Group 1 received

requires two freezing-thawing cycles. The freezing ranged about

cryoablation and endostar locally applied, 15 mg of endostar was

90%～100% of tumor.According to admitting order one hundred

injected into tumor 5 min before cryoablation. Clinical data are

and ninety-two patients were divided into two groups . Patients in

in the followings: One hundred and two patients including 74

group 2 were treated with cryoablation only. Clinical data were in

male and 28 female ones withthe age ranging from 28 to 90, and

the following: Ninety patients including 68 male and 22 female

averaging 61.1±10.9 years. Tumor size ranged from 3㎝×3㎝ to 8

ones with the age ranging from 30 to 84 and averaging 60.6±8.9.

㎝×7㎝. Karnofsky score ranged from 40 to 90, averaging 57±25.

Tumor size ranged from 3㎝×2㎝ to 7㎝×6.5㎝. Karnofsky

(Table1)

Table 1 Patient’s basic condition
Group

Sex

Age

Tumor size(㎝)

M

F

Group1

74

28

61.1±10.9

3-8

Group2

68

22

60.6±8.9

3-7

The above two groups received bronchial artery infusion

33±22HU; about 29～46HU after enhancement, averaging

chemotherapy (90mg of cis-platinum and 16mg of mitomycin)

38±16HU. There was significant difference on CT value of

one week after the treatment. Patients with brain metastasis

post-enhancement between the two groups(P＜0.05).(Table 2)

received r- ray treatment in two weeks. Index observation: Two

Complications: 10 patients had pneumatothorax after treatment, 4

months later, chest enhanced-CT rechecked. The changes of tumor

patients of which treated with thoracic close drainage, the others

size by measuring the maximal diameter of tumor and that of CT

recovered with thoracentesis. No haemothorax happened.

value pre- and post -enhanced-CT within tumor, the improvement
of patient’s general situation and symptoms were recorded.

DISCUSSION

Statistical analysis: Statistical analysis was performed using
statistical package SPSS 11.0, the data were analysed by x2 test,
and P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS

The morbility and mortality of lung cancer now rank the
top of cancers. The symptomatic relief time of patients with
advanced NSCLC was only 2～7 months by using second-line
chemotherapeutics[1]. Recently, cryoablated targeted therapy
using Cryocare system for advanced NSCLC has been reported

Almost all the patients recovered after treatment. The

[2,3]. However there is no satisfactory method to assess the

symptoms of appetite, chest distress, cough and general condition

cryoablation effect by far. The changes of CT value between prior-

were greatly improved. There was no significant difference

and freeze-up were used as curative effect index [4], which can

between these two groups. In group 1 one patient who died

only reflect cryoablation coverage in fact but not curative effect.

of dyscrasia and exhaustion 3 weeks after treatment was

We combined cryoablated targeted therapy with local application

excluded. Tumor size shrinking: Tumors in group 1 shrank about

of anti-tumor drug to see whether this kind of treatment can

25%～56%, averaging (35±15)%. Among them 15 cases shrank

improve curative effect for advanced NSCLC. Our research had

above 50%. Patients who got partial remission (PR) accounted for

received some promising results.

14.7%. Tumors in group 2 shrank about 23%～48%, averaging

The changes of tumor volume could be used as an index

(25±12)% with no patient shrank above 50%. There was

of curative effect. In early stages after treatment, the interior

significant difference between the two groups（P＜0.05）.

of tumor started bleeding, exudation and edema because of the

Density of tumor area: patients in two groups all received

intervene of cryo-hit, leading to tumor volume getting bigger than

enhanced-CT scan after treatment. In group 1, CT value was

before, so we cannot use tumor size as curative effect index in

about 25～32HU before enhancement, averaging 29±20HU; about

this period, although tumor cells had already been necrosis. One

27～35HU after enhancement, averaging 31±14HU. In group 2,

month after treatment, swelling tumor tissue became regression

CT value was about 24～45HU before enhancement, averaging

and necrosis tumor tissue became fibrosis, tumor volume began to
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Table 2 Two groups therapy results
Group

Tumorshrinking (%)

Group1

35±15※

Group2

25±12

PR: partial responed;

Pre-E : Pre-enhanced CT;

PR(%)

CT Value(HU)
Pre-E

Post-E

14.7

29±20

31±14※

0.0

33±22

38±16

Post-E : Post-enhanced CT

※P＜0.05

shrink, in this period the shrinking extent of tumor was a useful

where the cryo-hit cannot reach, and kept the treatment method

index. In our study, we found that shrinking extent of tumor

of both groups to be conformity and made the curative effect to

in group 1 was bigger than that in group 2, indicating targeted

be comparable. The follow-up time is not long enough, but the

cryoablation therapy combining with local application of anti-

results can represent near-term curative effect. Long-term effect

tumor drug can produce additive action on curative effect.

follow-up is ongoing.

The process of rapid freezing and thawing of cryo-hit not

Although Karnofsky score between two groups had no

only led to tumor cells burst into death, but also cause injury to

significant difference, the improvement of respiratory symptoms,

endothelial cells of tumor capillaries and result in thrombopoiesis,

physical activity and appetite can also objectively reflect the

which worsen avascular necrosis of tumor. The local application

curative effect. The observation to symptom changes should be

of endostar may aggravate the destructiveness of uncovered tumor

further detailed and graded, quantitative standards is better for

tissue and surrounding capillaries. Dynamic enhanced-CT scan,

judgment.

which can objectively and scientifically evaluate the capillary

In one word, cryoablation combining with endostar applied

density and blood supply of tumor by using of CT value changes,

locally, which can aggravate the destructiveness of tumor

is a useful observational method. The CT value changes of target

capillaries and worsen the necrosis of tumor cells, is better for

area between prior- and post-enhanced-CT scan can reflect the

local control to advanced NSCLC.

capillary density and blood supply of tumor. Tateishi studied the
Standard uptake value (SUV)of FDG-PET, relative blood supply
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